Oceanside City Proposition
Yes on E *
Protects affordable housing in Oceanside and maintains rent control for current residents. Democrats are voting yes on Prop E because it's fair to all sides and good for our city.

Oceanside City Proposition
Yes on F *
Majority elections are the foundation of democracy. Yes on Prop F reduces the influence of special interests, gives voters a stronger voice and makes elected officials accountable to the people.

Call your local Registrar of Voters for last minute changes.

VOTE BY MAIL

STATE PROPOSITIONS

PROPOSITION 28   YES *
Vote Yes on Prop. 28. Places strict 12-year limit on legislators and closes 17-year loophole. Reduces campaigning and will make Legislature more effective and accountable.

PROPOSITION 29   NO *
Too many flaws! New $735 million tax on working Californians, but no money for California schools or jobs. Duplicates programs. Research yes, Prop 29 NO!